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In this paper, we obtain a generating function which enumerates by rank
the cyclic n n matrices over any finite field. This result complements similar
enumerations of 11 matrices [6 (Landsberg, 1893)], bordered symmetric, skew,
and herrnitin matrices [3 (Crlitz and Hodges, 1956a)], and persymraetric
matrices [4 (Dykin, 1960)]. (Persymmetric mtrices re mtrices with con-
stnt minor diagonals: a. a. whenever i + k + m.)
An n n mtric is sid to be cyclic iff a . a. whenever i + + m

mod n. Cyclic mtrices re subclass of persymmetric mtrices. A cyclic
mtrix is completely determined by specifying the entries in its first row. Thus
there re qn n cyclic mtrices over the finite field of q elements, GF(q).

Cyclic mtrices rise in the study of cyclic codes used for detection and
correction of errors in digital communication systems. Following Peterson
(1960), we observe that the rows of cyclic mtrix cn be represented s poly-
nomils modulus X 1 For example, the first row is represented s a . +
a.X- + + a._,X + a, The (i + 1)st row of the mtrix is thenX
times the i-th row, because polynomial multiplication by X module X 1 is
equivalent to cyclic shift.
The first row of the matrix is considered the generator polynomial nd is

denoted by g(X). A linear combination of rows cn then be written s the
product of g(X) nd some other polynomial ](X) in GF[q, X], the ring of poly-
nomils in X over the finite field GF(q). For example, the sum of the second
nd fourth rows is g(X)(X + X) rood X 1. The set of 11 rows which cn
be formed by tking linear combinations of the rows of the cyclic mtrix is
just the set of 11 polynomials which re multiples of g(X) mod X 1. This
set of polynomials is clled the ideal generated by g(X).

There re q different residue classes rood X 1 nd hence q" possible
generators corresponding to the q possible cyclic mtrices. If all q distinct
residue classes lie in the ideal generated by g(X), then all possible rows re
linear combinations of some rows of the cyclic mtrix nd the mtrix hs rnk
n. If, however, only q distinct residue classes lie in the ideal generated by
g(X), then the mtrix has degree r. We cll r the dimension of the ideal gener-
ted by g(X) rood X 1. Let deg (F) denote the degree of the polynomial
F(X). It is theorem of algebr (See [1; 48]), that the ideal generated by g(X)
contains q ()- ( distinct residue classes rood (X), where d(X) is the com-
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